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WELL CHLORINATION 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE PROVIDED AS A COURTESY BY J&M WELL DRILLING, 

INC. BASED ON OUR EXPERIENCES WITH WELL CHLORINATION. THERE IS NO 

GUARANTEE AND IT IS POSSIBLE YOU MAY HAVE TO REPEAT THIS PROCESS. J&M 

WELL DRILLING, INC ACCEPTS NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE OUTCOME. 

PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK. 

 

1.Put water conditioner on by-pass and if you have a reverse osmosis drinking water 

system shut off its feed water valve. This will protect them from being damaged by 

the chlorine. 

 

2.Turn power to well off 

 

3.Remove the well cap. If the well cap has three or four screws around the top this 

is a job you can do yourself. If it has one large bolt in the center of the cap, you 

should not attempt to remove the cap. Get a licensed well contractor to do it for 

you. If you are in doubt, get as much information off the top of the well as you can, 

give us a call, and we’ll attempt to give you an answer as to whether you should 

attempt this yourself or not. 

 

4.For PVC cased wells (white) use one cup of granulated chlorine. You can purchase 

this at places like Meijer, Pool Supply Stores, or most hardware stores. 

 

You will be adding the chlorine to the annular space (see figure) without getting any 

on the wire nut connections at the top of the well. Do not put chlorine in the center 

hole or in the center pipe because this is a dead end so the chlorine will not get into 

the water. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

5.Put the cap back on the well 

6.Turn the power to the well back on 

7. Hook up two hoses outside and let the water run until you can smell chlorine. The 

purpose of using two hoses is so the pump will run continuously instead of cycling 

on and off. When you can smell chlorine outside, turn the hoses off and run all the 

faucets in the house until you smell chlorine. Turn faucets off and let chlorinated 

water sit in the plumbing lines for 12-24 hours. During this time, you should not 

drink, bathe, wash clothes, or cook with the chlorinated water but you can flush the 

toilet with it. 

 

8.The next day you need to run the water long enough to purge the system. Start by 

running the hoses again until you can no longer smell chlorine outside. Then turn off 

the hoses and run all faucets inside until you can no longer smell chlorine. If you are 

chlorinating the well in order to take a coliform bacteria water sample, make sure 

you have the chlorine thoroughly purged from the system before you take the 

sample. If the lab detects chlorine they will not test your sample. Purging the chlorine 

from the system can take 24 hours (can be up to several days). There is no way to 

know how long it will take. Let the water run continuously until chlorine smell is no 

longer detected. 

 

 

 


